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This is not your standard guide to Prague.  Named  Best Travel Guidebook by the 2014

Independent Publisher Book Awards, the newly updated and expanded edition of Prague: ARTEL

Style fills an important niche in the tour book market by focusing on the kind of local insider

information that adventurous travelers seek.  American author Karen Feldman moved to Prague in

1994 and launched ARTEL, the globally renowned producer of luxury crystal couture, in 1998. In

nearly two decades as an expat, she has sought out the city's best hotels, spas, shops, restaurants,

bars, and theaters, as well as other fun spots that are typically overlooked in other guidebooks.  As

in the original 2007 edition, Feldman s top ARTEL-style recommendations on everything from

off-the-beaten-path shopping and dining destinations to which rooms to ask for at hotels are

included here, along with tons of practical tips, little-known facts, and lots of beautiful vintage

images.  Written in a conversational, first-person style, the 2013 edition has improved maps, a new

guide to Czech beer and local pubs, and lots of cross-referenced information to make the book as

practical and user-friendly as possible.  Prague: ARTEL Style is an essential resource for anyone

seeking a unique travel experience in Central Europe's most magical city.
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A fabulous, witty, informative, comprehensive, meticulously researched and visually beautiful book!

-- --Raul Barreneche, design critic, book author, interior designer, New York City

Karen Feldman is the Founder / Director of ARTEL, the globally renowned producer of luxury crystal

couture. In addition to the two ARTEL Design Shops located in the heart of Prague, the firm's



elegant glassware can also be found on the shelves of Asprey, Paul Smith, Christian Dior, and other

exclusive retailers. A native of New York, Feldman has lived in Prague since 1994.

Do not hesitate to buy this book. it is the PERFECT Guide to Prague. This is the most beuatiful

guide I have bought on any city, and i have bought many. It was written by someone with a huge

sense of style and a deep knowledge of the city. the result is this amazing guide. There is

something for everyone here ! I personally enjoyed mrs. Feldman personal touch very much. This is

exactly what ist missing in other book. most of all i like the vintage photos so carefully and well

chosen with a lot of humour. I would certainly a third edition of this book. Or any written by Mrs.

Feldman.

The revised edition of Karen Feldman's brilliant Prague: Artel Style continues to intrigue and inspire

those interested in Prague. Far surpassing other guide books in allowing the first time and repeat

visitor access to the best and most authentic parts of this unique and fascinating city, much of the

content as well as Karen's insights can't be found anywhere else (except on the Artel website which

is very useful). It would seem that this guide came about as a result of either exhaustive research or

an encyclopedic memory or maybe both. In comparison, all other guidebooks are less than

extraordinary. This guide is absolute must for anyone planning a trip to the Czech Republic's

captivating capital!

Very practical and clever recommendations.

This guide is a perfect supplement to "top ten" sorts of books that focus on popular tourist

destinations - this guide is particularly valuable and accurate in its discussion of dining options, with

specifics about dishes to have (and avoid) and even best places to sit, which alone makes this a

necessary acquisition for anyone visiting Prague.

A different kind of guidebook to supplement the other guidebooks about Prague. It has great

sections on shopping in Prague, Czech literature and film, and many helpful hints about getting

around the city by an American expat who has been living there for 20 years.

I wish other guidebooks are written the way Karen does. She writes as if she is the one who will go

to Prague. Lots of useful information & tips, not the general stuff. It is definitely a must read for



anyone who plans to go to Prague. Now I understand why the rating is so high!

Loved this book - offbeat, smart, insightful, and Karen is right on in her recommendations. A must if

you are traveling to Prague - and, if you have a moment, stop into her lovely shop right beneath the

Charles Bridge in Mala Strana.

Great guide with extremely helpful tips and information, that allowed us to see the "real" Prague...
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